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Grid Computing model

Grid structure:Grid structure:
For CMS, For CMS, 7 T17 T1 centers connected directly to CERN centers connected directly to CERN
Nearly Nearly 50 T250 T2 sites associated to one of the T1s sites associated to one of the T1s
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Grid Computing model

Data flow:Data flow:

T0 to T1:T0 to T1:
Scheduled, time-critical, continuous during the data-takingScheduled, time-critical, continuous during the data-taking

Reliable transfer needed for fast access to new data; Ensure Reliable transfer needed for fast access to new data; Ensure 
that data is stored safely that data is stored safely 

T1 to T1:T1 to T1:
Redistributing data, generally after reprocessing                   Redistributing data, generally after reprocessing                   
(e.g. re-processing with improved algorithms) (e.g. re-processing with improved algorithms) 

T1 to T2:T1 to T2:
Data for analysis at Tier-2sData for analysis at Tier-2s
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Grid Computing model

MC flow:MC flow:

T2:T2:
Monte Carlo events are generated, detector interaction are Monte Carlo events are generated, detector interaction are 
simulatedsimulated

Events reconstructed as if that for dataEvents reconstructed as if that for data

T2 to T1T2 to T1
Events are moved to tape storage for later useEvents are moved to tape storage for later use

T2T2
The process of finding the sites with data and CPU, running The process of finding the sites with data and CPU, running 
the jobs, and collecting the results is all managed for youthe jobs, and collecting the results is all managed for you
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Grid Analysis Work Flow

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/WorkBookAnalysisWorkFlowhttps://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/WorkBookAnalysisWorkFlow

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/WorkBookAnalysisWorkFlow
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Access to Grid

To have access to Grid you need:To have access to Grid you need:
An account on local computer or login server (UI)An account on local computer or login server (UI)
A valid certificateA valid certificate
Hypernews accountHypernews account
Join one of the Grid Virtual Organization (VO)Join one of the Grid Virtual Organization (VO)

The easiest way...The easiest way...
Have a computer account issued by CERNHave a computer account issued by CERN
Or go through lots of application and registered as Or go through lots of application and registered as 
remote userremote user

What is a certificate?What is a certificate?
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Public Key Infrastructure

Certificate is part of the PKICertificate is part of the PKI
Issued by "trusted" Certificate Authorities (CA)Issued by "trusted" Certificate Authorities (CA)
Applicants must be interviewed by RAApplicants must be interviewed by RA
Revoke-able if compromisedRevoke-able if compromised

What's public key?What's public key?
Different from the traditional "symmetric key"Different from the traditional "symmetric key"

Alice Bob
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The public key system

The public key can be safely distributedThe public key can be safely distributed
Only the private key need to be kept in safeOnly the private key need to be kept in safe
The "asymmetric key"The "asymmetric key"

Alice Bob

私
公

公

私

Alice Bob

私

公

公

私

The ciphers encrypted by the 
public key can only be decrypted 
by its corresponding private key 
and vice-versa!
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The public key system

The public key can be safely distributedThe public key can be safely distributed
Only the private key need to be kept in safeOnly the private key need to be kept in safe
The "asymmetric key"The "asymmetric key"
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The public key system

The public key can be safely distributedThe public key can be safely distributed
Only the private key need to be kept in safeOnly the private key need to be kept in safe
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Digital Signature

The public key can also be used as signatureThe public key can also be used as signature
A "finger print" encrypted with private keyA "finger print" encrypted with private key
Later validated with public keyLater validated with public key
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Digital Signature
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The certificate

How could we know who is "really" who?How could we know who is "really" who?
We need a "trusty mechanism": CAWe need a "trusty mechanism": CA
The chain relationship!The chain relationship!

Certificate 
Authority公

公

Alice

私
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More about PKI

Based on Chinese remaindery theoryBased on Chinese remaindery theory
Modular operation of two prime numbersModular operation of two prime numbers
Factorize to get the key Factorize to get the key 

The robustness relies on “large prime numbers”The robustness relies on “large prime numbers”
It's breakable, but you need a lot of effortsIt's breakable, but you need a lot of efforts
The longer the better, but much slowerThe longer the better, but much slower
Usually expiration dates are setUsually expiration dates are set

You have been using it for long:You have been using it for long:
SSHSSH
OpenSSL (https)OpenSSL (https)
WiFi WPAWiFi WPA
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Request Certificates

Certificates can be requested from CACertificates can be requested from CA
CERN CACERN CA
ASGC CAASGC CA
政府自然人憑證政府自然人憑證 ......
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VO registration

Users have to register to CMS VOUsers have to register to CMS VO
Validated CMS userValidated CMS user
Fill in your distinguish name (DN)Fill in your distinguish name (DN)

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/SWGuideLcgAccesshttps://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/SWGuideLcgAccess

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/CMS/SWGuideLcgAccess
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SiteDB Personal Info

CRAB needs your login nameCRAB needs your login name
You need hypernew account loginYou need hypernew account login
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Convert Certificate

Certificate generated by browser is in *.p12  Certificate generated by browser is in *.p12  
formatformat
To install on UI server, one need to convert:To install on UI server, one need to convert:

Mind the file permissions:Mind the file permissions:

$ cd ~/.globus

$ openssl pkcs12 -in xxxx.p12 -clcerts -nokeys -out usercert.pem

$ openssl pkcs12 -in xxxx.p12 -nocerts -out userkey.pem

$ chmod 644 usercert.pem 

$ chmod 400 userkey.pem
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Recommended

Registered as CMS userRegistered as CMS user
Come to CERN User officeCome to CERN User office
Or remote user registrationOr remote user registration

Get a NTUHEP grid1 accountGet a NTUHEP grid1 account
CMS studentCMS student
Registration form signed by PisRegistration form signed by Pis

Get a NTU CC accountGet a NTU CC account
Account is group basedAccount is group based
Encouraged to apply for each PIEncouraged to apply for each PI
Resourced sharedResourced shared

Get an ASGC UI accountGet an ASGC UI account
Grid users of Taiwan (twgrid?)Grid users of Taiwan (twgrid?)
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Using Grid
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Analysis workflow

How to get the events you want?How to get the events you want?
Find out the T2 that stores the sampleFind out the T2 that stores the sample
Or you can make request to subscribe it to T2_TWOr you can make request to subscribe it to T2_TW

Run your jobs at the T2 the holds the dataRun your jobs at the T2 the holds the data
Stores the output to CERN castor or T2_TW SEStores the output to CERN castor or T2_TW SE
Publish the samples to local DBS if neededPublish the samples to local DBS if needed
Make result plots from the sampleMake result plots from the sample

SD/PD
Histogram

results

PoolModule Output 
Skimmed Sample Rootple

Charged Jet algorithms
Step 2 UEAnalysis 
Batched Jobs

Local DBS
Publication

Group skims

Global
DBS
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An example: QCD UE

STEP0: Locate the PD/SD we need    STEP0: Locate the PD/SD we need    
(HLT bit based selection),          (HLT bit based selection),          
MinBias and JetXX streamsMinBias and JetXX streams

Low statistics because of additional Low statistics because of additional 
prescales: SD_MinBiasPixel, SD_Jet15Uprescales: SD_MinBiasPixel, SD_Jet15U

STEP1: The priority user is expected STEP1: The priority user is expected 
to run via CRAB over the SDs and to run via CRAB over the SDs and 
create the group skimscreate the group skims
STEP2: Publish the AOD output in STEP2: Publish the AOD output in 
local DBSlocal DBS
STEP3: Move to Global DBS  and STEP3: Move to Global DBS  and 
transfer the datasets to additional transfer the datasets to additional 
group-T2sgroup-T2s
STEP4: Run the UEAnalysis via STEP4: Run the UEAnalysis via 
CRAB on the skimCRAB on the skim

LowPt Skim

UEAnalysis

Raw
Spectrum

Corrected
Spectrum

Comparison
on Tunes

Trig. Eff.
Acceptance

~~~

Systematics
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Where are the data?

Find out the samples you need from DBS:Find out the samples you need from DBS:
      https://cmsweb.cern.ch/dbs_discovery/https://cmsweb.cern.ch/dbs_discovery/

Input the search query 
here...

Another interface

Local or Global

https://cmsweb.cern.ch/dbs_discovery/
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Where are the data?

Find out the samples you need from DBS:Find out the samples you need from DBS:
      https://cmsweb.cern.ch/dbs_discovery/https://cmsweb.cern.ch/dbs_discovery/

Input the search query 
here...

https://cmsweb.cern.ch/dbs_discovery/
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Where to find data?

Finding samples on DBS web page:Finding samples on DBS web page:

http://cmsweb.cern.ch/dbs_discovery/

Sample Name

Hosting sites
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How to make a skim?

Step 1: start CRAB job submissionStep 1: start CRAB job submission
Using the template as a startUsing the template as a start

Specify the cmsRun scriptSpecify the cmsRun script

Choose copy data if your output > 50M. You can stage out to Choose copy data if your output > 50M. You can stage out to 
T2_TW_TaiwanT2_TW_Taiwan

Specify the output file namesSpecify the output file names

Fill up the publication infoFill up the publication info
[CRAB]

jobtype = cmssw
scheduler = glite
SERVER_name = cern

[CMSSW]

### The data you want to access (to be found on DBS)
datasetpath=/MinBias/Summer09-MC_31X_V3_SD_MinBiasPixel-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO

### The ParameterSet you want to use
pset=lowpTSkim_RECO.py

.........

Using the dataset name 
found on DBS
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How to make a skim?

Step 1: start CRAB job submissionStep 1: start CRAB job submission

[CRAB]

...

[USER]

return_data = 0
### OUTPUT files INTO A SE
copy_data = 1
storage_element = T2_TW_Taiwan
user_remote_dir = MinBias_Summer09-MC_31X_V3_SD_Jet15U/RECO_SKIM

### To publish produced output in a local istance of DBS set publish_data = 1
publish_data=1
publish_data_name = Summer09-MC_31X_V3_SD_Jet15U_lowpTSkim
dbs_url_for_publication = https://cmsdbsprod.cern.ch:8443/cms_dbs_ph_analysis_02_writer/servlet/DBSServlet

[GRID]
rb = CERN
se_black_list = T0,T1

Name to be published as
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You can look up your published skim from DBSYou can look up your published skim from DBS
Select local DBS instanceSelect local DBS instance from the web interface from the web interface
You can only run jobs at T2 that holds your skim!You can only run jobs at T2 that holds your skim!

How to make skim?
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How to run on local DBS samples?How to run on local DBS samples?
Validate the skim with CRAB jobValidate the skim with CRAB job

How to use skim?

[CRAB]

jobtype = cmssw
scheduler = glite
SERVER_name = cern

[CMSSW]

### The data you want to access (to be found on DBS)
datasetpath=/MinBias/yuanchao-Summer09-MC_31X_V3_SD_MinBiasPixel_lowpTSkim-5ef01
0080a33c624ab2cff6acc1de0c6/USER
dbs_url = http://cmsdbsprod.cern.ch/cms_dbs_ph_analysis_01/servlet/DBSServlet

### The ParameterSet you want to use
pset=ueAnalowpTSkimSISCone_cfg.py

### Splitting parameters
total_number_of_events=-1
events_per_job = 10000

### The output files (comma separated list)
output_file = MBUEAnaSkimRootFile.root

[USER]

...

Using the dataset name and dbs_url from
'crab -publish' command output

UEAnalysis Rootuple Producer

http://cmsdbsprod.cern.ch/cms_dbs_ph_analysis_01/servlet/DBSServlet
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Some Preliminary Plots

Density of charged particles(dN/d d ) in the different region versus transverse momentum of the η φ

leading charged particle jet [upper 3] ; average charged PT
sum density(dPT

sum/d d ) in the η φ

different region versus transverse momentum of the leading charged particle jet [lower 3]     
                                                                                        ( with       < 2 )η∣ ∣           (HLT_ZeroBias on SD )

Transverse region Towards region Away region
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Useful commands

Find your files:Find your files:
$ grid-proxy-init$ grid-proxy-init
$ lcg-ls 'srm://f-dpm001.grid.sinica.edu.tw:8446/$ lcg-ls 'srm://f-dpm001.grid.sinica.edu.tw:8446/

dpm/grid.sinica.edu.tw/home/cms/store/user/<USERNAdpm/grid.sinica.edu.tw/home/cms/store/user/<USERNA
ME>/<MY_OUTPUT_DIR>'ME>/<MY_OUTPUT_DIR>'

Copy them withCopy them with
$ lcg-cp --vo cms srm://f-dpm001.grid.sinica.edu.tw:$ lcg-cp --vo cms srm://f-dpm001.grid.sinica.edu.tw:

8446/dpm/grid.sinica.edu.tw/home/cms/store/user//<US8446/dpm/grid.sinica.edu.tw/home/cms/store/user//<US
ERNAME>/<MY_OUTPUT_DIR>/XXXXX file:/. ERNAME>/<MY_OUTPUT_DIR>/XXXXX file:/. 
No wildcard allowed!!No wildcard allowed!!

Try my script: srm_rec_cp.pyTry my script: srm_rec_cp.py
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Summary

Please go through the twiki workbookPlease go through the twiki workbook
Everyone who plan to do physics analysis should Everyone who plan to do physics analysis should 
know how to submit CRAB jobsknow how to submit CRAB jobs
Twiki page set up for T2 usage:Twiki page set up for T2 usage:

Useful linksUseful links
My twiki page: My twiki page: 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/YuanChaoT2TWUsagehttps://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/YuanChaoT2TWUsage
December exercise: December exercise: 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/T2TWDecXhttps://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/T2TWDecX

Hope you appreciate the time we spentHope you appreciate the time we spent

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/YuanChaoT2TWUsage
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/T2TWDecX
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Hands on Session
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Check your setup

Install grid certificatesInstall grid certificates
Initialize voms-proxy:Initialize voms-proxy:

$ source /afs/cern.ch/cms/LCG/LCG-$ source /afs/cern.ch/cms/LCG/LCG-
2/UI/cms_ui_env.csh2/UI/cms_ui_env.csh
$ voms-proxy-init -voms cms:/cms/twcms -valid 192:0$ voms-proxy-init -voms cms:/cms/twcms -valid 192:0
$ voms-proxy-info -fqan$ voms-proxy-info -fqan

Make sure your setup is correctly workingMake sure your setup is correctly working
[yuanchao@lxplus255 ~]$ voms-proxy-init -voms cms:/cms/twcms
Cannot find file or dir: /afs/cern.ch/user/y/yuanchao/.glite/vomses
Enter GRID pass phrase:
wrong pass phrase
Function: proxy_init_cred
[yuanchao@lxplus255 ~]$ voms-proxy-init -voms cms:/cms/twcms
Cannot find file or dir: /afs/cern.ch/user/y/yuanchao/.glite/vomses
Enter GRID pass phrase:
Your identity: /DC=ch/DC=cern/OU=Organic Units/OU=Users/CN=yuanchao/CN=596728/CN=Yuan Chao
Creating temporary proxy ..................................... Done
Contacting  lcg-voms.cern.ch:15002 [/DC=ch/DC=cern/OU=computers/CN=lcg-voms.cern.ch] "cms" Done
Creating proxy ........................................... Done
Your proxy is valid until Tue Dec  1 23:17:41 2009
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Check your setup

Example output from voms-proxy-infoExample output from voms-proxy-info
[yuanchao@lxplus255 ~]$ voms-proxy-info -fqan
/cms/twcms/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL
/cms/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL

[yuanchao@lxplus255 ~]$ voms-proxy-info -all
subject   : /DC=ch/DC=cern/OU=Organic Units/OU=Users/CN=yuanchao/CN=596728/CN=Yuan Chao/CN=proxy
issuer    : /DC=ch/DC=cern/OU=Organic Units/OU=Users/CN=yuanchao/CN=596728/CN=Yuan Chao
identity  : /DC=ch/DC=cern/OU=Organic Units/OU=Users/CN=yuanchao/CN=596728/CN=Yuan Chao
type      : proxy
strength  : 1024 bits
path      : /tmp/x509up_u13771
timeleft  : 11:57:42
=== VO cms extension information ===
VO        : cms
subject   : /DC=ch/DC=cern/OU=Organic Units/OU=Users/CN=yuanchao/CN=596728/CN=Yuan Chao
issuer    : /DC=ch/DC=cern/OU=computers/CN=lcg-voms.cern.ch
attribute : /cms/twcms/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL
attribute : /cms/Role=NULL/Capability=NULL
timeleft  : 11:57:42
uri       : lcg-voms.cern.ch:15002
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Create & Publish

Create CMSSW env.Create CMSSW env.
$ source /afs/cern.ch/cms/LCG/LCG-$ source /afs/cern.ch/cms/LCG/LCG-
2/UI/cms_ui_env.csh2/UI/cms_ui_env.csh
$ cmsrel CMSSW_3_1_6$ cmsrel CMSSW_3_1_6
$ cd CMSSW_3_1_6/src$ cd CMSSW_3_1_6/src
$ cmsenv$ cmsenv
$ source $ source 
/afs/cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/scripts/Crab/crab.csh/afs/cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/scripts/Crab/crab.csh

Get the example crab.cfg skeletonGet the example crab.cfg skeleton
Find /Ttbar/Summer09-MC_31X AODSIM  on DBSFind /Ttbar/Summer09-MC_31X AODSIM  on DBS
Use the dump.py as run scriptUse the dump.py as run script
Setup to copydata and publish!Setup to copydata and publish!
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Run the publish sample

Use the published sample as inputUse the published sample as input
Run your own analysis code or re-use dump scriptRun your own analysis code or re-use dump script
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Thank YOU!
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Simple RSA

Find large prime: P, QFind large prime: P, Q
Let N=P * QLet N=P * Q
Find E < N and { E, (P-1) * (Q-1)} MOD (P-1) * Find E < N and { E, (P-1) * (Q-1)} MOD (P-1) * 
(Q-1) =1(Q-1) =1
Find D, where E*D MOD (P-1) * (Q-1) = 1 Find D, where E*D MOD (P-1) * (Q-1) = 1 
M: text, C: cipherM: text, C: cipher

Encrypt: C=M^E MOD NEncrypt: C=M^E MOD N
Decrypt: M=C^D MOD NDecrypt: M=C^D MOD N

One more thingOne more thing
M^st MOD N = (M^s MOD N)^t MOD NM^st MOD N = (M^s MOD N)^t MOD N
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